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posed only a slight danger to
area residents. The DOE is the
same agency that conducts the
nuclear experiments, but its
specialists were civilian research-
ers and educated laymen.
The experts, called the Dose

Assessment Advisory Group,
worked seven years' to recalculate
fallout dosages. They did such
things as test soil samples that
retained radioactivity, and figur-
ed backward in time to calculate
the original radiation that had
fallen on the area.

During the advisory group's
last meeting, held in the Energy
Department's Nevada Operations
Office in Las Vegas, its chairman
announced the findings. Dr.
Edward L. A1pen of the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley said
the odds that cancer could have
been caused by fallout is "low
but certainly not zero."
The wcrst-case scenario would

have happened if an infant born
in Washington County, Utah, in
the spring of 19B drank only
milk from cows that graied
. pastures sprinkled with fallout.
That child could have received up
to 60 rads of radiation to the
thyroid gland. But exposure of 60

,

Telling a hopeless story

, .

W·hen Joe Bauman sent usthe first draft of his
story about the victims

of above- ground nuclear testing
in Utah, we sent it back to him
with' a series of questions: Has
there been much political fallout
in southern Utah as a result of
the fraud perpetrated on the
residents by the federal govern-
ment? How is it that southern
Utah continues to campaign for a
high-level nuclear dump at Can-
yonlands? -
Bauman found little merit in

the questions: "I think the story'
deserves to be told for itself. I
think it should be told in a
straightforward fashion, without
attempting to tie it in with I~d
use, parks,. storage of Weteye
bombs on federal reservations, or
any other side issye. The tragedy
is great enough, and the betrayal
is so huge, that people can read
it straight, without the trim-
mings. "
So here is the story of how

the United States drenched its
most trusting citizens, and their
livestock, with intense doses of
cancer ..causing radiation, and
then spent decades concealing
that fact from them and denying
them compensation.
Bauman, 41, was instrumental

in uncovering the story in 1977 as
a reporter for the Deseret News
in Salt Lake City. Today, after 10
years of near obsession with the
story, he sees lirtle possibility of
justice for the various victims of
the fallout. "It's absolutely hope-
less as far as I can see. I don't
see an)' compensation coming."
The U.S., he says, willingly

paid compensation to Marshall
Island residents for damage they
.suffered from nuclear fallout,
"But it fights. tooth and nail
against compensation for U.S.
citizens. I guess they're concern-
ed about the extent of claims,
and that it might be used as a
precedent to stop Star Wars."
Bauman says his work in

unmasking the U.S. coverup and
his coming to know the victims of
the fallout was a milestone in his
life. "They were ttusting Amer-

icans. And like me as a child,
they never doubted anything the
government said. The- people in
southern Utah had no reason to
mistrust their government. They
were shown propaganda films;
they were told by .eminent
scientists that there was nothing
to worry about."
Today, Bauman and many

southern Utahans are' different.
"There . are some very bitter
people in the radiation survival
groups."
The nuclear victims -- ranch-

ers, residents of the small towns
downwind of the Nevada' Test
Site, workers at that site, soldiers
deliberately exposed to atomic
blasts .. have all had their days
in court, and each has lost.
Their only hope now, Bauman

says, is the Congress. But the
Utah delegation, he says, is more
concerned about such things as
the paving of the Burr Trail than
about compensation. Sen. Orrin
Hatch of Utah "had adopted it as
a cause, and worked out a
compensation plan. But some
radiation survivor groups rejected
it and denounced him. He was
burned," and is. unlikely to
attempt again to solve the
problem. '

Bauman has been with the:
Deseret News since 1971 and has
been its environmental reporter
since 1974. He is currently
writing a book about the nation's
nuclear victims -.

--Ed Marston

rads to the thyroid is not likely to
cause cancer in an individual.
Injections of radioactive 10-

dine-131 were used for many
years as a diagnostic tool to
discover possible thyroid pro-
blems, and 50 to 60 rads is not
an unusual dose. "There are
probably several hundred thou-
sand people in the United States
who received that kind of dose,"
A1pen said.

If a large population had
received 60 rads to the thyroid,
you might find one or two
cancers, he said. But probably no
more than 10 or 20 infants lived
in Washington County at the
time. "Milk shed" studies show
that regional dairies did not use
milk exclusively from contaminat-
ed areas, according to Barbara
Yoerg of the DOE.
The advisory group also dis-

counted the danger of theorized
"hot spots" of fallout.
Although the worst-case in-

fant would have had the most
dangerous exposure, the advisory
group also figured the external
dose to a typical resident as. a
result of radioactive particles
falling upon his skin. This was
estimated at 5 rads for someone
living in Washington County,
although some could have had
more and some less.
Five rads is "about equal to

the amount you get' from back-
ground (radiation) during a life-
time," Alpen said. It means that
during a few years, residents of
the area got as much radiation
from fallout as they would from
cosmic rays and other narural
sources during their entire life-
times.
Is the advisory group saying

the fallout did not. cause any

Photographing the victims

She is intense and urgent
about documenting the
lives of sick and dying

people. Photographer Carole Gal-
lagher has a mission, and that is
to tell the story of those who
lived in the immediate path 'of
fallout during America's atomic
testing program in Nevada duro
ing the 1950s.
The residents of small towns

in Utah, Arizona and Nevada
continue to be Iirele-known vic-
tims, she says, as the highest
courts block their claims for
compensation.

"Kids here in Utah grew up
in the '50s writing their names
on the family car in the .. snow,"
which they say burned their
fingers enough to send the
younger ones screaming into the
house," Gallagher writes. "This
snow was actually radioactive
fallout ...

"These children are now my
age, 36, and have had, on the
average, two different kinds of
cancer and hysterectomies after
their first child was born with
birth defects."
. A former New Yorker who

now lives in Salt Lake City, Utah,
Gallagher calls her work in
progress N.e/ear Towns: Radia·
tion Victims of the American
Soutbwest. The Utah State His-
torical Society was an early
supporter in 1982, followed by
the Columbia Foundation and the
Maryanne Mon Charitable Trust/
CS Fund. Gallagher says she still
needs support to complete the
book with the help of writer
Olivia Ward of the Toronto Star.
A photo exhibit and speaking
tour are also planned.
Whe~ Richard Avedon came

to the West to photograph
cowboys, miners, drifters, a
nuclear radiation victim and
others, he posed each in front of
a white curtain. Avedon cared
little for context .- the details of a

D"" Mill." S.1tLd. Tribune............-

person's life in a particular place
.. and poring through his book,
In the American West, can be
Chilling (HeN, 10/28/86).
Gallagher's approach could

not be more different.' A parti-
san, she wants us to see the
victims of America's nuclear-
testing policy, to hear their
voices, and to. care .. to acknow-
ledge adisaster. that began in the
1950s and that continues today.
Too many times, Gallagher says,
she will be referred to someone
to photograph only to find that
the person has recently died.
Gallagher was born and edu-

cated in New York, at Hunter
College, and she studied por-
traiture with Philippe Halsman.
Her work has been exhibited in
Europe and New York and she
has done the photos for several
books, including two on boxing.
. Photos in this portfolio are

copyright Carole Gallagher 1987,
all rights reserved. Her inter-
views may not be reproduced
without written permission from
the photographer, whose address
is 510 North Main Sr., Salt Lake
City, UT 84103.

..Betsy Marston
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RADIATION VICTIMS OF THE
AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

A Portfolio of Photographs by Carole Gallagher

Ken Case worked for the
Nevada Test Site during
its many years of cattle

experiments. He herded sheep
and cattle over the hot spots and
the Ground Zeros, to see how
they reacted to radiation. After·
these maneuvers ended, he put
in many more years at the test
site as a construction worker.
At the time of the interview,

he and his wife were both ill with
cancer. This often happens: The
workers bring home their work-
clothes and throw them in with
everyone else's. I first met Case
at a meeting of the Nevada Test
Site Radiation Workers Radiation
Victims' Association. He had just
had 26 feet of his intestine
removed, and he was adamant
about radiation having caused his
and his wife's illness. He pointed
to Atomic Energy Commission
photos of him on horseback on
the range, encased in the dust
kicked up by the herd and the
horses. "They got cancer and we
got cancer."
He died July ~, 1985; his wife

died a few months later. Both
spent their last years fighting
various cancers, and were in
physical and emotional pain to
the end.

·.Carole Gallagher

Doum"";rulers •••
(Continued from page 10)

cases of cancer? Alpen's reo
sponse was that his mother had
told him to "never say never."
But he did say that the likelihood
is low. And that means the
likelihood of compensation from
Congress to those suffering from
cancer may also be low. .

Steve Erickson, an activist
in Salt Lake City repre-
senting the and- nuclear

organization, .Downwinders, im-
.mediately branded the findings
as "garbage."

Between Alpen' s carefully
stated conclusions of low or no
risk and Erickson's "garbage"
lies a lot of territory. To untangle
and judge the claims and coun-
terclaims of the past decade will
require the skills of historians,
physical researchers and sociol-
ogists. '

But let's make a modest start
and go back 10 years to when
Paul Cooper's deathbed allega-
....... ,

tions put the media on alert for a
possible connection between can-
cer and the atmospheric tests.
During the summer of 1977, the
Washington, D.C., correspondent
for the Deseret News, Gordon
Eliot White, 'was assigned to
check on reactions in the capital
to Cooper's charges.
White came across National

Cancer Institute statistics on
leukemia in Utah. The state has
comparatively few people, so the
figures were low. But in the five
southern Utah counties downwind
from the Nevada Test Site, they
were higher than they should
have been. Leukemia rates reo
corded from 19~0 to 1969 were
143 percent of the state average.
Because southern Utah is pre-
dominantly Mormon, even more
so than the rest of the state, the
church's ban on smoking and
drinking should have lowered the
cancer rate.
The Desere» News pointed a

finger at the Nevada Test Site,
making the obvious connection
with fallout that drifted in on the
prevailing southwesterly winds.
White's story caused an up-

roar, with many scientists doubt-
ing the statistics or questioning
their significance. Because very
few people formed the base, they
argued, a few cases more .. a
normal perturbation in the statis-
tics .. could look like a plague.
Dr. Joseph L Lyon.r co-direcr-

or of the Utah Cancer Registry,
set out to disprove White's
contention. But after many
months of research, he uncovered
evidence that childhood leukemia
deaths in high-fallout counties of
Utah to the north and east of the
test site amounted t02 'h times
the national average. Fifteen to
20 more children under 1~ died
Qfleukemia than could have been
expected ..
Death rates of children were

studied because they are more
vulnerable to radiation. Their
deaths had begun to rise in 19~9,
six years after the dirtiest series,
the 19~3 shots called Upshot
Knothole. That six-year gap is
consistent with the latency period
of leukemia. Deaths peaked in
1967, four years after above-
ground testing was halted and
then fell to the pre-testing rate -;·. . .

Some experts considered the
odds against all this happening
naturally to be 100 to 1.

The fallout victims, if
that's what they were,
weren't accidents. They

died from a political force:
America's fear of the Soviet
Union in the hysteria of the
19~Os. We had to build more
potent H·bombs because the
USSR, armed with weapons some
people assumed"were stolen from
this country, was a frightening
menace. Sen. Joe McCarthy
raged that communists had infil-
trated the State Department and
Army; American boys were fight-
ing them in Korea; elementary
school kids were taught to duck
and take cover under desks or in
the hallway for protection against
a nuclear explosion.

Around this time, a salesman
peddling fallout shelters towed
the latest model on the back of a
flatbed truck into our little town
of Stanton, Del. Irleoked like a

(Continlti 011 page 11)
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Herman Hagen was too
exhausted by illness to
talk much during our

interview, but his wife, Mary,
told me more than anyone with
half a heart would want to know.
Until my visit, Herman had never
wanted to talk about the effects

of radiation on him, so his wife
was surprised when he agreed to
'let me visit and photograph him.

He had been bedridden for
three years, gradually wasting to
78 pounds from the 278 pounds
he; d weighed at the test site. He
had bravado to go with his size:

He would dip his arms up to the
elbow in radioactive wastewater
and say, "See, it can'r hurt..you.
If you look at the photograph,

you can see that his hips aren't
much wider than his hand. He
has multiple myeloma,' which

seems to be the radiogenic illness
of choice for test site workers
with heavy exposure to radiation.
The Hagens live in Henderson,
Nev.

Doumtri'lUlers ...

,
(Contin"eti from page J 1)
white septic tank with a turret
where you climbed in. Lines
formed, we waited, our rum, and'
then my Cub Scout pack got its
chance to clink down the metal
ladder and examine bunk beds
'and food stores that would get us
through a nuclear war .. if only
dad would buy one and plant it
out back.
With the pressure increasing

to build bigger and more deadly
bombs, President Harry Truman
decided to shift from tests in the
Marshall Islands of the mid-Paei-
fie to the United States, where
supply lines were shoner.

After surveying sites in Utah,
New Mexico, Nevada and North
Carolina, the Atomic Energy
Commission (predecessor to the
DOE) chose the Las Vegas-Tcao-
pah Bombing and Gunnery
Range in Nevada, taking 1,300
square .miles to create the,
Nevada Test Site. It seemed
perfect for testing. Downwind
lived a few ranchers and miners,
and they were a patriotic popula-
tion. The "cities" of- St. George
and Cedar City were just towns.

And if we in Delaware believ-
ed that a nuclear war could be
waged and survived, the citizens
of Nevada and Utah were even
more trusting. They could be
counted upon to do their duty in
the war against communism.

The first detonation, code- '
named "Able, " shook
the Nevada desert on

Jan. 27, 1951. The dirtiest in
terms of radioactivity released
was during the spring of 1953 --
big shots detonated from towers
that were partly vaporized. The
dust and metal consumed in the
fireball rained down eventually as
fallout.
By the time the Nuclear 'Test

Ban Treary of 1963 halted above-
ground shots, more than 100 had
been conducted in open air. More
were vented from tunnels. The'
largest atmospheric test was the
43·kiloton Apple-I of 1955. Life
in southern Utah was like living
downwind from a nuclear war
that went \ on sporadically for

I

more than a decade. That nuclear
war had its victims.
In 1953, rancher Kern Bulloch

of Cedar Ciry was with his
brother Mac trailing 2,000 sheep
back from winter range near the
Nevada Test Site. Moving along
at six miles a day, they were still
two weeks from home.
"We were out in what they

call Tickaboo Valley, and this
plane came over and dropped a
bomb, and I was looking right at
it," he told me. "It was just a
big ball of fire. Then' this big
cloud came out. The fallout came
right over us. Me and another
fellow were in the camp. It
drifted over the sheep and over
this Lincoln Mine."
Later that morning, ABC
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Marjorie Lease and Bonnie
McDaniels, mother and
daughter, live together

in Las Vegas with Bonnie's sons.
Both McDaniels and her father,
Hap, worked at the test site. Hap
put in 14 years at the test site as ,
a draftsman and engineer. He
developed a cancerous tumor on
his larynx (another common dis-
ease among test site workers),
which expanded to the outside of
his neck. He had his larynx
removed at UCLA Medical Cen-
ter. BonnieMclraniels says:
"They just literally took his

whole head off almost. By the
time he died, he had no tissue
clear back to here behind his ear,
clear out to his chin. It went
down to his chest, too."

Toward the end of his life, he
was taking 2~6 pain pills and
other drugs a week. "We had to
line them up in envelopes and
date (them), and put the time on
each set of pills he had to take.
We had to be home all the time.
It was seven months that we
were home, 24 hours a day; we
didn't leave his side. We didn't
go anywhere, didn't see anybody
for weeks, months."

McDaniels' was a secretary
and bookkeeper for Rad Safe, the
Radiation Safety Department.
She brought paychecks to the
workers, driving the company
truck to all parts of the test site.
"I would ... take time cards and
paychecks to, all the ~ guys no
matter where they were." That
often included hot areas cordoned
off with yellow ropes. "It didn't,
matter, I drove right through',
them."

She worked across the hall
from the offices which checked
the badges of workers for levels
of absorbed radioactivity. "There
were a lot of times I heard the

guys say, 'This one' is too hot,
let's destroy this one and take a
new one. Give it the same
number and then shoot it with a
little bit (of radioactivity).' Many
times I heard that, many times
they put them in the fire and

burnt them up, burnt up the
badges." '
The test site struck at a third

generation of the family when
Bonnie McDaniels gave birth to a
boy with a cleft palate, no
stomach muscles and a deformed,

bladder. Birth defects ar,e com-
mon among the children of test
site workers. She had his genes
analyzed by a private lab in
Minnesota. It found radiogenic
chromosome damage.

•.Carole Gallagher

of Cedar City wrote to me:
"When Doug Clark was having
so many of his sheep, ewes and
lambs die that spring, in the
early 19~Os, I rode out to his
farm, where he was ,lambing.
Never in my life have I ever
experienced anything like I saw
that day. The lambs that were
being born didn't have any wool
or skin on them, just a clear
membrane covered their ,organs,
and you could see their hearts
beating, and all the other organs
functioning. In a matter of
minutes, they died."

Doug Clark, an Iron County
commissioner, suffered huge
losses: 875 ewes and 2,200 lambs
out of a flock numbering 4,000.
His daughter, Virginia Esmierer
of Washington, Utah, said the
fallout made "kind of round
holes through their wool and
down into their skins, and the
wool was, burned around it.
"Within our own family there

was a feeling of panic. We were'
losing our whole business, and
my father had it investigated
quite thoroughly before he called
the government in."
At first, federal veterinarians

told the ranchers they were
finding strong evidence of fallout.
But later, when the ranchers
asked for compensation, the
Atomic Energy Commission took
a hard line. In October 1953,
seven months after the sheep
were exposed, Clark clashed with
officialdom. In a meeting be-
tween the AEC, the military and
the stockmen, Clark made state-
ments' with which the govern-
ment men disagreed.
Dr. Stephen Brower, later a

professor at Brigham Young
University, was then Iron County
agricultural agent. He recalled
that a colonel at the meeting
attacked Clark verbally "about
being a dumb sheepman and not
being smart enough to under-
stand it if he did give them the,
data.' '
Brower said, "For 10 or 1~

minutes the colonel harangued,
belittled and discredited Doug's
intellectual ability to understand
anything .'
Clark left to talk to the bank

about a loan he needed because
of his sheep losses. Two hours
later, he was dead of a heart
attack.

'When the ranchers reo
, alized the government
, would not voluntarily reo
imburse them, they hired Salt
Lake lawyer Dan Bushnell to sue.
At the 19~~trial, Atomic Energy
Commission attorneys and ex-
perts testified that the agency
had thoroughly investigated the
deaths and concluded that the
sheep had died of malnutrition
and poor range conditions.
] udge A. Sherman Christen-

sen found in favor of the AEC.
A generation later, due to the

new interest in fallout, the
ranchers tried to reopen the case.
Bushnell, again representing'
them, cited newly discovered
evidence. He noted that Peter
Libbassi, then the general coun-
sel for the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, told a
1979 congressional hearing that
AEC reports were misleading and
distorted.
Bushnell said the congression-

al report concluded "the govern-
ment knowingly disregarded and
suppressed evidence correlating
the deaths of the sheep to

(Co"ti"lIed 0" page 1.5)

(CO"#III1,,,I from page 12)

officials in a ] eep warned the
Bullochs they were in "a hell of a
hot spot." But the brothers had
no choice, short of abandoning
the herd. So they grazed the
sheep back toward Utah at six
miles a day. '

The Bullochs weren' t alone in
that vast, empty country. Eleven
sheep operations were using'
leased public rangeland within 60
miles or so of the test site.
Bulloch recalled that soon after
the flocks arrived in Cedar City,
"they just started dying like
flies. We figured they had lesions
in their mouths and lungs from
eating the feed. The fallout had
settled on the vegetation and
they ate it."

Altogether, of the 11,000
sheep and lambs near the bomb
test, 4,300 died. These were
heavy losses for the ranchers.
Some families have still not
recovered financially from the
die-off 34 years ago.

After I interviewed Bulloch
about the sheep in 1978,
rancher Isaac A. Nelson

. ,
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Joanne Workman lived in
St .. George, Utah, and
was a srudent at Dixie

College when she received the
dose of radiation that most likely
spawned the five cancers. she
battles today. In the 1950s, the
Atomic Energy Commission ran
educational side-shows in all the
larger towns downwind and en-
couraged local teachers to use
the spectacular detonations in
their history and science classes.
Dr. Arthur Bruhn, later presi-

dent of Dixie College, who died
of leukemia in his prime, took his
geology students on field trips
coordinated to the days of bomb
detonations. He would start them
out before dawn on the red
buttes of St. George, or drive
them miles closer to the test site,
where the view' would be the
best.
Workman, who had been

struck by polio the year before,
took a geology makeup class with
Dr. Bruhn to compensate for her

By the time she got home,
she had a "sunburn." When she
tried to brush off the ashes, they
stuck to her head; most of her
hair came off and never. has
grown back. Years later, the five
cancers, including a brain rumor,
are in remission thanks to an

. .experimenral cancer program ad-
:ministered by Stanford Univer-
.siry,

absences. The class watched
from a high butte as the bomb
lighted up the sky and then
dispersed to do field work.

Still none too steady on her
.feet, Joanne Workman settled on
. a flat rock to make her geological
identifications. She worked for
five hours, stopping every few
minutes to brush off the metallic
ash blown by a wind which began
some 20 minutes after the
explosion. --Carole Gallagher.



Baneberry, the name of an
underground test of a

. nuclear warhead at the
test site, was an explosion gone
awry in 1970. Walter Adkins
worked as a bus driver at the
site, and when I interviewed him
in May 1984, he never went
anywhere without a portable
oxygen tank.
Walter Adkins recalls Bane-

berry: "Now that's where I got'
my big load of radiation. It went
off that morning and I went down
to the mess hall with my bus ... I
had to go take the men up to
T·Tunnel. We were sitting in the
mess hall ... Up on the mountain,
and down on the flat .• not quite
six miles we was from it •. it
blowed plumb out of the
ground."
The fallout was thick' and no

one knew what to do outside.
"They were just screwy... We
were just covered up out there ...
And I could just see it, on my
hands. Pink, kind of pink-lookin'
stuff like a pink dust." Adkins
says he and other exposed
workers were told to take show-
ers. In all, he took nine showers
in cold water because the hot
water wasn't working. He was
still radioactive. "The thing
would just keep a'c1ickin'."
Along with other employees, he
was finally sent home with new
clothes: paper overalls and paper
shoes.
Two years afterward he suf-

fered from a Q.tyLhllcJ9ng~oJ~gll"._.
and he began to break out in skin
cancers on his arms, legs, back
and nose. "Can't you see I got
one right here in my eye?" he
asks.
Since Baneberry he has had a

malignant tumor removed from
his windpipe, a heart bypass and
a lung removed.

··Carole Gallagher

This small flock being fed
by MacRaeBulloch is all
that is left of the magni-

ficent numbers he and his
brothers and sons used to drive
clear to the eastern boundaries of
the: test site, unaware of the
contaminated range on which he
and his animals walked, slept
and ate. That flock would have
filled each photograph.

. ··Carole Gallagher
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Their last chance is Congress,
but Congress seems less likelyto
act after the developments of this'
Apriland May.
The stockmen were not alone

in their concern about fallout.
Americans as far from the NTS
as Troy, N.Y., found higher
levels of radiation raining from
the sky. Still, Utahns in the
southwest corner of the state
were the most exposed. Unlike
the sheep, which quickly died
from radiation poisoning, people
may be suffering from cancer
that takes many years to develop.
Some are more at risk than

others. Utahos who were enthusi·
astic about the explosions would
get up before dawn to witness'
them. Geology professor Arthur
Bruhn of Dixie College in St.
George built. the tests into his.

courses, scheduling field trips so
his class could get out into the
open before sunrise and see the
explosions. Bruhn eventually be-
came president of the college. He
died of leukemia, which he
blamed on the tests.
But others were exposed in

the course of their daily lives.
Frank Butrico was hired by the
federal government to monitor
,fallout in St. George for the
32.ki!otoDHarry shot of May 19,
1953. Burrico realized that high
levels were sweeping through the
ciry. About 8:50 a.m., his Instru-
ment went off the scale. showing
exposure rates were greater than
350 milliremsper hour.
Not until 10:15 a.m., how-

ever, did the Cedar Ciry radio
station broadcast a warning, and

(Continued on page 16)

exposure to radioactive fallout."
Fallout was likely the cause, the
report added.
Twenty-six years after his

firsr decision in the case, the
semi-retired Christensen reheard
the case and ruled that the
federal government had "perpe-
trated a fraud upon the court"
back in the 1950s. It was an
unprecedented ruling, and the
federal attorneys were not about
to accept it.
They appealed to the Tenth

Circuit. The appeals court over-
turned Christensen and the U.S.
Supreme Court decided in Jan.
uary 1986, by a 5·3 vote, not to
hear the case. This leaves the
appeals court ruling intact, and
the ranchers uncompensated.

ii:\ \
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